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The negative reviews of this book are really misguided and generally unfounded. Rants regarding

the Socratic method and ineffective nature of case-based learning do not belong here. Nobody buys

these books out of choice, they are required for class and the mandatory case briefing we all have

to do. That being said, this is the easiest to read casebook I think I've had thus far.The cases are

shorter by design, so that only one topic is usually introduced in each case. I think this is generally

preferable to having dozens of issues presented in each case when you're trying to learn basics.

Many cases are EXTREMELY abridged (1 page) with rules of law CLEARLY SPELLED OUT. I don't

understand how a student can honestly take issue with having to read far less and (for once) being

explicitly told what the law is... I, for one, am fed up with 10+ page opinions in all my other books,

with no real explanations to follow. Again, maybe some people like wasting their time reading

verbose, repetitive, or complicated opinions?? At any rate, the post-case notes and hypotheticals

are generally easy to understand and useful. I don't have any major criticism for this book; there are

some typos, which is annoying, but that's not a big deal for me if the material is clear.I ALMOST

look forward to reading it after several hours of my mediocre Con Law book and GODAWFUL

Property book this semester. I would recommend this book to people that actually want useful black

letter law in their casebook and want to learn with minimum effort. Supplements are always more

efficient in presenting the material, but when it comes to casebooks, this far superior to most.PS -

Why do imbeciles always end up writing negative PRODUCT REVIEWS when their issue is with the

TRANSACTION ( or the shipping company)? They must be in law school if they're reviewing this

book... so I'll just keep my fingers crossed that these people don't end up in the attorney workforce.

:p

This was well written, an although available on-line to students through Westlaw - The actual paper

book form was the best for me, as sometimes writing in the margins and highlighting helped to

organize my outlines and concepts.



my favorite case book, even though a lots of notes and marks in it with pencil and markers, but like

it

I purchased this book on July 27th, 2010. I still had not received it by August 27th, 2010. Classes

started August 19th, so I was forced to purchase a brand new book from my book store and pay

twice as much as I would have paid for just one text. There was no tracking information for this

purchase, so I still don't know where this book is. I will not purchase from this seller again.

The notes in the book are actually a bonus for farther understanding, book was in great condition.
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